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Guidelines for youth depression:
time to incorporate new perspectives
Ian B Hickie and Patrick D McGorry

New guidelines are timely but miss an opportunity to emphasise early intervention for all young people
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here are few mental health issues of greater concern to the
wider community than the management of young people with
depressive disorders. Consequently, the new draft clinical
practice guidelines from beyondblue: the national depression initiative1
are timely. The previous National Health and Medical Research
Council
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and non-representative or restricted trial samples, and exclusion
of more severe cases or patients with suicidal ideation, are widely
recognised. Hence, the authors rely very heavily on “good practice
points” that are said to be “based on lower quality evidence, expert
opinion and current good practice”.
Importantly, the new draft guidelines recognise that appropriate
services are still not provided to about 75% of Australian young
people with depression. They suggest there is a lack of clear evidence
for primary (or universal) prevention and give qualified support for
pre-emptive psychological strategies for those at high risk. Recent
systematic reviews of school-based prevention and early intervention
programs for anxiety and depression, however, support a more
optimistic view (reporting effect sizes of 0.11–1.37 for anxiety, using
data from 20 programs;4 and 0.21–1.40 for indicated depression
interventions, based on 28 programs5). These effect sizes were often
clinically important and support the notion that school-based programs should be pursued more assertively.
Other key issues covered by the guidelines include the challenges
associated with engaging young people with our health care systems,
the lack of focus on improving long-term outcomes, and the fact that
more severe bipolar and psychotic disorders emerge against the
background of earlier depressive disorders.
In Australia, surveys of young people have highlighted attitudinal
and knowledge barriers6 and the clinical reality that under-recognition
of and lack of access to evidence-based psychological therapies are still
common.7 Unfortunately, the guidelines overemphasise and reinforce
stereotypes of young people who are reluctant to seek care, parents
who are unaware of the nature of the disorder, the complexity of
clinical assessment and lack of access to specialist mental health
services. These are artefacts of the current failure to respond to youth
mental health as a salient public health issue. We would encourage the
authors to take full advantage of the opportunity to add depth to the
emerging field of youth psychiatry and to support the development of
enhanced models of empowering, collaborative and youth-focused
clinical practice.8
The most novel outcome in the new draft guidelines is the Expert
Working Committee’s decision to focus on the age range of 13–24
years, rather than a more restricted focus on 12–18 years. This is
consistent with current understanding of the continuities in brain and
social development,9 the pattern of incidence of mental disorders and
the changing sociology of adolescent and early adult development.10
There is clear evidence of multiple transitions in both the genetic and
environmental determinants of depressive disorders from the onset of

puberty right through to the early adult period.11 The key developmental processes in the brain — synaptic pruning and maturation of
the white matter tracts — are continuous throughout these years.9
However, in key areas, the guidelines fall back on the traditional
divide between adolescents (13–18 years) and young people (19–24
years). While this reflects the reality that most treatment studies have
used a 13–18-years age range, it ignores the fact that the division at 18
years is based on legal and educational boundaries rather than clinical,
developmental, neurobiological or cultural considerations, and thus is
not soundly based. What is desperately needed in both clinical
research and service development12 is a shift away from this artificial
divide to the more inclusive age range of 12–25 years.
Short-term treatment recommendations are spelt out in the guidelines, at least for those under 18 years of age. Specific psychological
therapies are the preferred first-line intervention for most patients,
while new antidepressant drugs are reserved for those with more
severe disorders or those who fail to respond to psychological
interventions. The small risk of increased suicidal ideation in young
people commencing newer antidepressant drugs (4% for active
treatments versus 2% for placebo13) is appropriately re-emphasised.
Previously, wide media coverage of United States Food and Drug
Administration warnings about antidepressant drugs resulted in major
changes in clinical practice in the US.14 Clearly, the authors expect a
similar outcome in Australia, suggesting that these new guidelines
may even lead to “a net saving in the area of pharmacotherapy”. This is
inconsistent with the more serious emphasis that the rest of the
document puts on providing evidence-based care for many more
young people. Importantly, it has been suggested that the fall in
antidepressant use in the US was associated with an increase in
suicides in young people.14 Previous population-based data have
indicated a positive relationship between exposure to antidepressants
and reduction in suicides. In those under the age of 18 years, most
suicide attempts occur in the month before treatment and then
decline sharply once treatment has commenced.15
We need to move beyond endless debate about the appropriate
threshold for providing active care — the real treatment issue is one of
appropriate sequencing of treatments. Wherever possible, clinical care
should start with engagement of the young person and his or her
family and then be linked with active provision of relevant information and evidence-based psychological therapies. A clinical staging
model16 combined with appropriate stepped care may therefore offer
a useful clinical approach. In a basic stepped-care model, those
presenting with early or less severe forms of illness are initially offered
appropriate non-pharmacological interventions. If the condition is
more severe, the clinical situation worsens or the young person fails to
respond to psychological therapies, then antidepressant therapy may
well have a crucial role to play. The guidelines fail to emphasise the
emerging importance of early intervention services.
What is really required in Australia is a fundamental commitment
to increase access to evidence-based care systems for young people
from 12 to 25 years of age. While various state and national planning
documents and the recent Council of Australian Governments deci-
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sions on health reform point the way for future service reforms, we
still lack the real investment and commitment to turn these treatment
guidelines into accessible and responsive clinical services systems.
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